Standard & Economy Therapy Tilt Tables

These excellent Tilt Tables have been designed to meet the requirements of a wide range of applications for rehabilitation, assessment and examination procedures. Available with the option of “divided leg design” which provides individual harness security for the lower limbs, and options of pommel and leg stabilisers. The economy models are fitted with individual braked castors, whereas the standard models feature central locking castors with steering facility. The standard models include the adjustable work table which is an option on economy models. All models are supplied with individually adjustable foot boards, patient handgrips and harnesses.

Standard Features
- Safe working load and lifting capacity of 225Kg (495lbs)
- Large wheel design, with central locking and steering facility on standard models
- Individual braking castors on economy models
- Electric height and tilting operation with hand switch control
- Adjustable angle dual foot boards +15˚ to -30˚ (4 Positions)
- Height range of 47cm to 101cm
- Tilting angle from horizontal to +90˚
- Lowers to wheelchair height for ease of patient transfer
- Tilt angle inclinometer fitted as standard
- Purpose made precision bearings on all pivot points
- Clearance beneath frame for mobile hoist
- Supplied with patient handgrips and set of harnesses
- Worktable supplied with standard models - optional with economy models

Optional Accessories
- 6057 Battery Back-Up
- 6058 Hip/Leg Stabilisers (Pair)
- 6059 Adjustable Pommel Support*
- 6067 Head Support Cushion
- 6062 Standard Harness Set
- 6063 Dual Leg Harness Set*
- 6064 Pair Dual Knee Harnesses*
- 6065 Standard Harness (Wide)
- 6066 Standard Harness (Narrow)
- 7648 Adjustable Work Table for Economy Models ONLY

* (will fit Divided Leg version only)

See page 48-55 for additional information on our range of optional accessories and colour options.

Models
- ST7640 Economy tilt table
- ST7641 Standard tilt table
- ST7640DL Economy tilt table (Divided leg)
- ST7641DL Standard tilt table (Divided leg)

Model ST7640 Economy model. Colour sky blue
Model ST7641DL Divided leg model with optional pommel and pelvic supports. Colour light grey
Model ST7640 in horizontal position. Colour sky blue

Individually braked castors. Models ST7640 & ST7640DL
Central locking castors. Models ST7641 & ST7641DL